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Scientific Name:

Argiope lobata
English:

Lobed Orb-weaver
Large Orb-webbed Spider
Lobed Wasp Spider
Maltese:

il-brimba kbira tal-widien

At 25mm in body length, the Lobed Orb-weaver, and the related Banded Wasp
Spider, Argiope trifasciata, are the largest wild spiders to inhabit the Maltese
Islands. As their Maltese name imply, they are often found in valleys and other
vegetated areas. The female is large and impressive, with a flattened underside
and a large posterior. Its abdomen, which is strikingly-coloured with alternating
black and yellow lines, is not smooth but has a jagged appearance and deep furrows.
Its long legs are also banded, and reach around 40mm in length. The male of this
species is much smaller, measuring only 7mm in body length, and even though it
is very similar to the female, its abdomen does not have the characteristic lobes.
As all spiders do, this species has glands within its abdomen capable of secreting
a fluid that hardens into silky threads. These filaments are spun into large and
beautiful webs which are spherical, slightly inclined and have a prominent zigzag
web-decoration (hence the English name of ‘orb-weaver’). It is thought that
these decorations not only attract prey to the web but possibly even prevent its
destruction by larger animals. The Lobed Orb-weaver is an insectivore, and before
consuming its victim, it poisons and spins it in silk. It is able to devour animals up
to twice its size, and if grabbed it might even bite; however, its venom is harmless
to humans.
Found across Africa, Southern Europe and Asia, the Lobed Orb-weaver spider has
a wide distribution. It also forms part of Malta’s species diversity, and one should
not harm or collect it; instead, such large spiders should be allowed to play their
important role in the natural cycle of life.
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